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Penn Libraries Joins Japan-US Global ILL Framework Project
Penn Libraries recently joined the Japan-US Global ILL Framework (GIF) Project, facilitat-

ed by the North American Coordinating Council on Japanese Library Resources (NCC). Partici-
pation in the GIF Project will benefit both Penn and Japanese academic libraries by establishing 
ease of lending and document delivery and enabling closer collaboration and stronger reciprocal 
relationships between institutions.

Membership in the GIF Project will also allow faculty and students engaged in Japanese 
studies at Penn to obtain materials related to their research that previously required travel to Ja-
pan in person, thereby vastly increasing opportunities for specialized and advanced research at 
Penn.

The GIF Project is a reciprocal InterLibrary Loan (ILL) agreement between North American 
and Japanese academic libraries and research institutes to provide North American researchers 
with access to materials not available through normal ILL channels, and Japanese researchers 
access to materials not held in Japan. More than 160 Japanese libraries and 90 North American 
libraries participate in GIF.

Penn’s participation in the GIF Project comes at a time when Japanese Studies at Penn have 
been increasing in popularity. Established at the University of Pennsylvania in 1952, courses in 
Japanese studies are now offered through the department of East Asian Languages and Civiliza-
tions as well as through the Center for East Asian Studies.

The Japanese collection at the Penn Libraries has grown to support the research needs of the 
Japanese studies programs and contains unique materials held by no other libraries in North Ameri-
ca, and some not even in Japan. At right is a rare magazine from 1884-1885 owned by Penn Librar-
ies; Hōbunkai chi is held by no other library in North America and only a handful are owned by li-
braries in Japan. The Penn Libraries offer more than 65,000 volumes of monographs and subscrip-
tions to 179 journals in Japanese. Today, the scope of Japanese studies research at Penn includes the 
humanities and the social sciences, with particular strength in literature, religion, performing arts, 
political and diplomatic history, medieval studies, the history of philosophy and women’s studies.

The Penn Libraries’ collections comprise more than seven million volumes, one million of which are 
in electronic form; over 100,000 journals; and extraordinary rare and unique materials that document the 
intellectual and cultural experience of ancient and modern civilizations. 

To learn more about the Penn Libraries, visit www.library.upenn.edu

Michael A. Fitts, dean and Bernard G. Segal 
Professor of Law at the University of Pennsyl-
vania Law School, has been named president of 
Tulane University in New Orleans. He will as-
sume the post on July 1.

An expert in administrative law who joined 
Penn Law as a professor in 1985, Dean Fitts 
has been dean since 2000 (Almanac March 7, 
2000). During that time, he transformed the 
Law School’s curriculum, promoting an inter-
disciplinary approach to legal education while 
encouraging a collaborative environment cen-
tral to the School’s pedagogical mission.            

“Mike Fitts is an inspired choice to be-
come the next president of Tulane University,” 
Penn President Amy Gutmann said. “He is a 
skilled and strategic leader, whose vision has 
propelled Penn Law to even greater heights 
among the pre-eminent law schools in our na-

tion. Under his direction, Penn Law has become an unrivaled leader in 
cross-disciplinary legal education, which is an essential feature of first-
rate education in today’s increasingly complex global society.”

During his 14-year tenure, Dean Fitts grew the size of the standing 
faculty by 40 percent, while quadrupling the number of cross-cutting ac-
ademic institutes at Penn Law. He oversaw the creation and expansion of 
innovative programs to attract top student talent, doubling the availabil-
ity of financial assistance for students, leading to a 78 percent increase in 
applications for admission. Dean Fitts led the Bold Ambitions fundraising 
campaign for the Law School, exceeding the campaign goal and raising 
more than $200 million.

“It’s been my honor and privilege to have spent my academic career 
devoted to this wonderful institution,” Dean Fitts said. “Working with the 
talented students, faculty and staff at Penn has truly been a joy. Together 

Penn Law Dean Michael A. Fitts Named President of Tulane University
we’ve achieved so much that has enriched the intellectual climate at the 
Law School and the University more broadly. These relationships will last 
a lifetime.”

Dean Fitts oversaw the creation of cross-disciplinary programs that 
include 35 degree and certificate programs offered in partnership with 
schools and graduate departments across the University, as well as new 
interdisciplinary courses and clinical programs within the law curriculum. 
Nearly two-thirds of the current class will graduate with joint degrees or 
certificates.

He further demonstrated the Law School’s commitment to public in-
terest with a multi-million dollar increase in funding for students working 
in public interest and government positions, an expansion of the Toll Pub-
lic Interest Scholars and Public Interest Fellows programs and the intro-
duction of Public Interest Week. Moreover, he expanded Penn Law’s gen-
erous loan forgiveness program, ensuring that graduates pursuing careers 
in service can have significant student loan burdens eliminated.

He has supported significant growth in international programming, es-
tablishing institutional study abroad and research partnerships throughout 
Asia and Europe, while overseeing the creation of the Global Research 
Seminar, International Human Rights Fellowship program and Global Fo-
rum.  Dean Fitts has also overseen the introduction of the Center on Pro-
fessionalism, a program designed to educate students in the full set of ex-
ecutive skills required by top employers in the changing marketplace. 

Dean Fitts spearheaded the physical transformation of the Law 
School, culminating in the new Golkin Hall project, a $33.5 million, 
40,000-square-foot building that was completed in January 2012 (Alma-
nac April 10, 2012). The project capped a multi-year top-to-bottom reno-
vation of Penn Law’s interconnected buildings. 

Dean Fitts has also been a great citizen of the University of Pennsyl-
vania, modeling the collaboration across schools that has spurred Penn to 
the heights of American universities in integrating knowledge across dis-
ciplines and demonstrating the impact of knowledge in our nation and 
across the globe.

Michael Fitts

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v58/n29/law.html
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v58/n29/law.html
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v46/n24/030700.html#law
http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/v46/n24/030700.html#law
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The following agenda is published in accordance with the Faculty Senate Rules. 
Any member of the standing faculty may attend SEC meetings and observe. 
Questions may be directed to Vicki Hewitt, executive assistant to the Senate Office 
either by telephone at (215) 898-6943 or by email at senate@pobox.upenn.edu

Faculty Senate Executive Committee Agenda
Wednesday, February 12, 2014

Room 205, College Hall
3–5 p.m.

Deaths

Agenda for University Council Meeting
Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4 p.m.

Bodek Lounge, Houston Hall

From the Office of the University Secretary
COUNCIL

SENATE From the Senate Office

1. Approval of the Minutes of December 11, 2013 (5 minutes)
2. Chair’s Report (5 minutes)
3. Past-Chair’s Report on Academic Planning and Budget & Capital Council (5 minutes)
4. Discussion on the Tobacco Divestment Proposal (45 minutes) 

With Bill Bratton and Michael Weisberg
5. Discussion on the AAU Undergraduate STEM Education Initiative and                     

Innovative Teaching Strategies (30 minutes) 
With Dennis DeTurck, Larry Gladney, Rebecca Maynard and Beth Winkelstein

6. Health Schools’ C-E Track Change Proposal (25 minutes) 
Discussion and Vote with Santosh Venkatesh, Chair of the Senate Committee on        
Faculty and the Academic Mission (SCOF)

7. New Business (5 minutes)

Trustees of the 
University of Pennsylvania 

Winter Meetings 
February 27 & 28, 2014 

All meetings will be held at the Inn at Penn. 
Thursday, February 27 

8:30–10 a.m. 
Local, National & Global Engagement 
Committee 
Woodlands AB 
10:15–11:45 a.m. 
Joint Meeting: Ad Hoc Committee on 
Diversity/Academic Policy Committee 
Woodlands CD 
Facilities & Campus Planning Committee 
Woodlands AB 
1:45–3:30 p.m.
Student Life Committee 
Woodlands CD 
3:45–5:15 p.m. 
Budget & Finance Committee 
Woodlands AB 

Friday, February 28 
11:30 a.m.–12:30 p.m. 
Stated Meeting of the Trustees 
Woodlands ABCD 

Open House at Van Pelt Library: 
An Active Learning Classroom
Collaborative spaces bring learners and teach-

ers together in new and powerful ways. Learn 
about support services for revamping courses, 
hear from practitioners and students and discover 
the advantages of teaching in the Library.

On Thursday, February 27, from 3:30-5:30 
p.m., at the Van Pelt-Dietrich Library Center, 
there will be an open house on the 1st floor.

4 p.m.: Remarks
• Carton Rogers, Vice Provost and Director 

of Libraries
• Bruce Lenthall, Executive Director of CTL 

and Advisor on Educational Initiatives to the
Vice Provost for Education

• Ameena Ghaffar-Kucher, Senior Lecturer 
and Associate Director, International Educational
Development Program, Graduate School of 
Education

• Michelle Ho, 2013 Chair, Student Commit-
tee on Undergraduate Education, EAS’14

4:30-5:30 p.m.: Explore the room and enjoy 
refreshments

Co-sponsored by the Center for Teaching 
and Learning (CTL) and the Student Committee 
on Undergraduate Education (SCUE). For more 
information: Karrie Peterson, peka@upenn.edu

Symposium on the Impact of 
Natural Gas Drilling on 

Public Health and the Environment
The University of Pennsylvania’s Center 

of Excellence in Environmental Toxicology 
(CEET) and the Center for Public Health Initia-
tives (CPHI) will co-host an all-day symposium 
on February 18 about the public health effects 
of natural gas drilling operations.

This meeting aims to profile the state of the 
science as it relates to the public health and 
environmental impact of hydraulic fractur-
ing. Stakeholders from the four major affected 
groups—government, academia, industry and 
concerned citizens—will all be participating as 
speakers and attendees. The symposium will 
profile ongoing research on this topic, and the 
day will end with a session on citizens’ concerns 
and a panel discussion. 

The symposium will be held from 8 a.m.-5:30 
p.m. at the Rubenstein Auditorium and Lobby, 
Smilow Center for Translational Research, 3400 
Civic Center Blvd. (enter through the entrance 
of the Perelman Center for Advanced Medicine).

Sessions include:
• The Hydraulic Fracturing Process—Are 

there effects on air and water quality?; 9 a.m.
• Public Health Impact—What is happening 

now?; 10:45 a.m.
• Industry Practices & Regulation; 1:30 p.m.
• Citizen’s Concerns: What are the concerns 

of the community?; 3:15 p.m.
• Where do we go from here?; 5:15 p.m.
The full agenda and other details can be found 

on the CEET website at www.med.upenn.edu/
ceet/center_activities.shtml#retreats  Registra-
tion is free but required for attendance and for 
participation via web. Register at www.med.
upenn.edu/ceet/registration_form.shtml

Mr. Hatcher, Penn Sophomore
Elvis Hatcher, a 

sophomore in the Col-
lege, passed away Feb-
ruary 4 at age 18.

Active on campus, 
Mr. Hatcher had been 
an instructional technol-
ogy support assistant at 
the Wharton School since 
last May. He was a for-
mer prose editor for the 
student-run publication 
Symbiosis, vice president 
of finance for Pi Lambda 
Phi fraternity and mem-
ber of the Wharton Un-

dergraduate Finance Club.
He was a graduate of a dual-enrollment pro-

gram with Miami Beach Senior High School 
and Miami Dade College, where he earned an 
associate’s degree.

Mr. Hatcher is survived by his parents, Eliz-
abeth Joan Hatcher and Kevin Kyle Hatcher; 
and two sisters, Cassie Lee Mondel and Eliza-
beth Anne Hatcher.

Elvis Hatcher

I. Approval of the minutes of the January 29, 2014 University Council meeting (1 minute) 
II. Follow up comments or questions on Status Reports (5 minutes)

III. Vote on Tobacco Divestment Proposal (15  minutes)
IV. A review and discussion of the findings of the Commission on Student Safety, Alcohol  
 and Campus Life (30 minutes)
V. Open Forum (65 minutes)

VI. New Business (5 minutes)
VII. Adjournment

Mr. Adkins, Fine Arts
Terry Adkins, professor of fine arts in the 

School of Design, died in New York on Febru-
ary 7 at the age of 60. An interdisciplinary art-
ist, performer, musician and educator, Mr. Ad-
kins was honored as a 2008 USA James Bald-
win Fellow in Visual Arts by the United States 
Artists (USA) (Almanac January 20, 2009). 

A full obituary will be in the next issue.

http://www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v55/n18/hot.html
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Honors & Other Things

Models of Excellence 2014
Since 1999, the Models of Excellence Pro-

gram has honored staff member accomplishments 
that reflect initiative, leadership, collaboration 
and a deep commitment to service. In 2007, Penn 
introduced the Model Supervisor Award for dis-
tinguished leadership. This year, the new Pillars 
of Excellence Award gives special recognition to 
non-exempt, weekly-paid staff members. Penn 
simply would not function without their daily 
commitment and exceptional acts of service, and 
the University is proud to recognize their efforts 
with this new honor.

Across the award categories, this year’s 
honorees represent excellence. Nominated by 
coworkers and chosen by a rotating selection 
committee of campus leaders, the winning indi-
viduals and teams have made major contributions 
to Penn’s standing as a world class institution. 

Models of Excellence, Pillars of Excellence 
and Model Supervisor Award winners will 
receive $500 and a crystal award. Noteworthy 
staff who have earned Honorable Mentions will 
receive $250 and a crystal award. 

Join the 2014 honorees at the award ceremony 
and reception on April 3 at 4 p.m. in Irvine Au-
ditorium. All members of the Penn community 
are invited to the celebration. If you’d like to 
attend the festivities, contact Human Resources 
at qowl@hr.upenn.edu or (215) 898-1012.

Learn more about the winners of this year’s 
Models of Excellence and Pillars of Excellence 
Awards below. We will announce the Model 
Supervisor Award finalists in March and the win-
ner will be revealed live at the award ceremony 
in April. Visit www.hr.upenn.edu/myhr/appre-
ciation/models for more information about the 
Models of Excellence program. Congratulations 
to this year’s winners and nominees!

Models of Excellence Award Winners
Travel and Expense Management Initiative 

Team: the team will receive an award for success-
fully implementing a new and improved travel 
and expense system by improving processes, col-
laborating with stakeholders and communicating 
with their customers.

• Audit, Compliance & Privacy: Sean Stickel
• Business Services: Sandra Ardis, Michele 

Dolce, Hilary Easley, Do Hyun Kim, Barbara 
Lea-Kruger, Jennifer Miller, Mark Mills

• Finance: Roxanne Bataitis, James Horst-
mann, David Ishmael, Kristy Owen, Michael 
Popko, Thomas Slavinski, Paul Weidner

• Information Systems & Computing: Kalyani 
Balasubramanian, Jeanine Kleba, Teresa Leo

• Office of the Executive Vice President: 
Janet Plantan

Penn’s Move-in Team: the team has earned an 
award for creating new and innovative ways using 
online check-in, social media and campus resources 
to make the move-in experience more efficient and 
welcoming for students and their families.

• Business Services: Nathan Cockrum, Dennis 
Daly, Paul Forchielli, Elizabeth Hartzell, Derek 
Hunsberger, Thomas MacDonald, Michelle 
Majeski, Holly Marrone, Sarah McFarlane, 
Wilma Smith, Kevin Thurwanger, Lenny Zeiger

• Division of Public Safety: Cherie  Heller, 
Gary Williams

• Information Systems & Computing: Renee 
Jordan

• University Life: Maria Fumai-Dietrich

Models of Excellence 
Honorable Mentions

Robert Ditto, Jr.: he receives an honorable 
mention for his leadership and expertise during 
the selection and implementation of Instructure’s 
Canvas, a new online course management system 
for teaching and learning for all of Penn’s schools.

National Resource Centers Outreach Team: 
the team receives an honorable mention for their 
creativity and collaborative approach to deliver-
ing outstanding programming and increasing 
services to their constituents during financial 
cutbacks.

• School of Arts & Sciences: Melissa DiFran-
cesco, Labaron Palmer, Raili Roy, Anastasia 
Shown

Programs & Special Events Making History 
Campaign Team: the team receives an honor-
able mention for the conception, design and 
implementation of Penn’s Making History end-
of-campaign celebration.

• Development & Alumni Relations: Mirka 
Cortes, Josh Durando, Susan Eagar, Lauren 
Graham, Andy Holman, Orna Rosenthal, Cindy 
Rossi, Scott Sharpe, Maureen Stridick, Emily 
Valciukas

Ernest Wright: he has earned an honorable 
mention for his initiative and creativity in de-
veloping a series of web videos to help end-users 
navigate the University’s budget application, 
Hyperion Planning.

Pillars of Excellence Award Winners
Laura Farrington: she will receive an award 

for successfully launching the PennReady Blue 
Book Program and applying extraordinary talent, 
expertise, cooperation, coordination and drive.

Ruth Kelley: she has earned an award for her 
inexhaustible energy, cheerfulness and enthusi-
astic administrative support to the staff in SAS 
Finance and Administration.

Pillars of Excellence 
Honorable Mentions

Lucyna Fortuna: she receives an honorable 
mention for creating an outstanding work en-
vironment for Human Resources staff through 
an extraordinary personal commitment to her 
custodial duties.

Service Excellence Transition Team: the team 
is given an honorable mention for extraordinary 
initiative in creating an outstanding shared system 
to effectively respond to student residential needs.

• Business Services: Elizabeth Apthorp, Jer-
emy Estrada, Rebecca Golpe, Michelle Majeski, 
Sarah McFarlane, Jane Pablos, Maureen Stanton

• Development and Alumni Relations: Ste-
phen McElwee

Deborah Small-McCord: she receives an 
honorable mention for her leadership, profes-
sionalism and exemplary customer service as 
a senior barista at Penn’s Starbucks restaurant.

—Division of Human Resources

Gaming Fellow: Dr. Al
D r.  S t e f a n  A l , 

associate professor 
of urban design at 
t h e  U n i v e r s i t y  o f 
Pennsylvania’s School 
of Design, has been 
named one of six 2013-
2014 Gaming Fellows 
at the University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas’s 
Center for Gaming 
Research.

Dr. Al is a Dutch 
architect and urban 
d e s i g n e r  w h o  i s 
currently writing a 
book on Las Vegas 
called The Strip. His residency will begin in May, 
and he will deliver a lecture, Casino Architecture 
Wars: A History of How Las Vegas Developers 
Compete with Architectural Design, as part of 
the program. 

Dr. Al’s research interests include urban 
form and evolution, urbanization in developing 
countries and ecological urban development. 
His design practice is dedicated to sustainable 
architecture and urban design.
SAH/Mellon Author Awards: Dr. Ammon

The Society of Architectural Historians (SAH)  
named Dr. Francesca Russello Ammon, assistant 
professor of city and regional planning in the 
School of Design, a recipient of the inaugural 
SAH/Mellon Author Awards. Funded by a grant 
from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the 
awards will provide financial assistance for the 
costs of image licensing and reproduction for the 
awardees’ current book projects.

Her current book project, Culture of 
Clearance: Waging War on the Landscape in 
Postwar America, is the first scholarly history 
of the bulldozer and an interdisciplinary study of 
the dramatic transformation of American space in 
the decades following World War II. Trained in 
civil engineering, architecture and US history, Dr. 
Ammon explores how and why the nation came 
to equate destruction with progress during the 
postwar era. Culture of Clearance is forthcoming 
from Yale University Press.
Distinguished Career Achievement 
Award: Dr. Solomon

Dr. Phyllis Solomon, a researcher and professor 
in the School of Social Policy & Practice at the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania, received the Distinguished 
Career Achievement Award at the 18th Annual 
Society for Social Work and Research conference 
last month in San Antonio, Texas.

Dr. Solomon has spent a lifetime dedicated to 
researching adults with severe mental illness and 
their families. As an expert in mental health service 
delivery issues and psychiatric rehabilitation, her 
research has highlighted the effectiveness of family 
interventions and peer-provided services as well 
as the intersection of criminal justice and mental 
health services. 

“Professor Phyllis Solomon has long been one of 
the leaders in the field of severe mental illness and 
mental health services,” Richard J. Gelles, the dean 
of the School, said. “Her recognition by the Society 
for Social Work and Research is a testimony to her 
exceptional scholarly contributions.” Dr. Solomon’s 
research into the treatment of people with severe 
psychiatric disorders is cutting-edge. 

Stefan Al
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Celebrating the Grand Re-Opening of The ARCH: 
The Heart of Penn’s Campus
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The reopening celebration last Thursday at the ARCH (Arts, Research and Culture House) showcased 
many student performing arts groups in the carefully restored spaces throughout the building which 
is home to three of Penn’s cultural resource centers: La Casa Latina; Makuu and PAACH, in addition 
to CURF and a new eatery, Tortas Frontera café, featuring cuisine from Chef Rick Bayless. The 
cornerstone of this historic late-Gothic Revival building was laid in 1927, and the building—which 
was designed by three Penn alumn i—originally opened in March 1928 as the Christian Association. 
It was purchased by Penn in 1999 and in 2011, an anonymous donor gave Penn $15 million toward 
its restoration and renovation (Almanac May 3, 2011). A core achievement of the Making History 
campaign, this $24.5 million project (Almanac March 18, 2008) is a focal point, “the heart of Penn,” 
said President Amy Gutmann. It provides a variety of interactive digital and multi-media capabilities 
with flexible seating arrangements while retaining carefully preserved and restored wood paneling, 
ornamental plasterwork, leaded windows, a slate roof and four terracotta chimneys. 

African Rhythms

La Casa
Latina

Robb Carter and 
Chaplain  
Charles Howard

President Gutmann (fourth 
from left) with Penn Atma

CURF’s  main office on the second 
floor, overlooking Locust Walk
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The reopening celebration last Thursday at the ARCH (Arts, Research and Culture House) showcased 
many student performing arts groups in the carefully restored spaces throughout the building which 
is home to three of Penn’s cultural resource centers: La Casa Latina; Makuu and PAACH, in addition 
to CURF and a new eatery, Tortas Frontera café, featuring cuisine from Chef Rick Bayless. The 
cornerstone of this historic late-Gothic Revival building was laid in 1927, and the building—which 
was designed by three Penn alumn i—originally opened in March 1928 as the Christian Association. 
It was purchased by Penn in 1999 and in 2011, an anonymous donor gave Penn $15 million toward 
its restoration and renovation (Almanac May 3, 2011). A core achievement of the Making History 
campaign, this $24.5 million project (Almanac March 18, 2008) is a focal point, “the heart of Penn,” 
said President Amy Gutmann. It provides a variety of interactive digital and multi-media capabilities 
with flexible seating arrangements while retaining carefully preserved and restored wood paneling, 
ornamental plasterwork, leaded windows, a slate roof and four terracotta chimneys. The DiLorenzo Lounge, on the first floor, named in memory of John F. 

DiLorenzo, C’34, by his grandson David and his wife, Melissa Raso.

Penn DuRe performed traditional Koren folk music during the celebration.

The auditorium on the second floor. 
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Another tip in a series provided by the  
Offices of Information Systems & Computing 
and Audit, Compliance & Privacy.

For additional tips, see the One Step 
Ahead link on the Information Security web-
site: www.upenn.edu/computing/security/

Million Dollar Bike Ride to Raise Money for Rare Disease Research
 Mark your calendars for the first annual Million Dollar Bike Ride on Saturday, May 3, 
2014, to raise money for rare disease research, organized by the Penn Center for Orphan 
Disease Research and Therapy and Rare Disease Cycling. The event is the only cycling fun-
draiser to start and end in the city of Philadelphia, with the start/finish line at Highline Park 
(31st and Chestnut) on Penn’s campus. There are three route options: 11, 35 and 73 miles. 
The ride starts at 9 a.m. Refreshments and entertainment are at the start/finish line and fun 
for the entire family. All participants will receive free gear, including a Million Dollar Bike 
Ride jersey. Individual cyclists can register and raise money for their specific orphan/rare 
disease foundation. Examples of teams already formed include Bike to End Duchenne, Pitt 
Hopkins Pedalers, Spin Factor for Hemophilia, Team FARA, Team ALD, Team Cure ML4, 
LAM Foundation and Homozygous Familial Hypercholesterolemia (HoFH).
 Proceeds will help further research by the Penn Center for Orphan Disease Research and 
Therapy. For more information, call (215) 573-9020 or email wilsonjm@mail.med.upenn.edu

Literary Boot Camp—A Free Creative Writing Workshop for Women of Color
A boot camp for women writers of color, 

this multi-genre workshop invites literary artists 
working in fiction, non-fiction and poetry to share 
and develop their writing and transform their 
work habits. Each participant will submit her 
work for discussion and critique by her peers. 
Participants will complete in-class writing ex-
ercises and prompts, as well as short homework 
assignments. This workshop will be most useful 
for writers who are working on a project on which 
they would like feedback or who are ready to 
jumpstart a new project.

There will be five sessions, the first of which 
will be an organizational meeting. The sessions 
will be held on Wednesday evenings, 6:30-8:30 
p.m., March 19 and 26, April 2, 9 and 16 at Kelly 
Writers House. Enrollment is limited to 12 par-
ticipants. The workshop is open to individuals 
who are adult women of color with an existing 
writing practice and not enrolled in any degree-
granting program. Workshop participants must 
also be able to commit to attending every session. 

To Apply:  By Monday, February 24 (at mid-
night), please submit up to 10 pages of a writing 
sample, along with a single-page cover letter that 
includes your name, contact information and a 
couple paragraphs about yourself, your current 
projects and what you hope to accomplish in this 
workshop. Email materials to wh@writing.upenn.
edu with LITERARY BOOTCAMP APPLICA-
TION as the subject line. 

Applicants will be notified via email by Fri-
day, March 7.

About the Instructor: A. Naomi Jackson is 
the 2013-2014 ArtsEdge resident at the Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania’s Kelly Writers House. She 
studied fiction at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, 
where she was awarded the Maytag Fellowship 
for Excellence in Fiction to complete her first 
novel. She traveled to South Africa on a Ful-
bright Scholarship, where she received an MA 
in creative writing from the University of Cape 
Town. A graduate of Williams College, her work 
has appeared in brilliant corners, The Encyclo-
pedia Project, The Caribbean Writer and Sable. 
Her short story, “Ladies,” was the winner of the 
2012 BLOOM chapbook contest. She has been 
a resident at Hedgebrook and Vermont Studio 
Center and received the Archie D. and Bertha H. 
Walker scholarship at the Fine Arts Work Center 
in Provincetown. She co-founded the Tongues 
Afire creative writing workshop at the Audre 
Lorde Project in Brooklyn in 2006. 

It’s time to be “in the know” about your 
health! Take the next—and final—step in this 
year’s Be in the Know wellness program so you 
can earn your reward. 

There are two steps in this year’s Be in the 
Know program: 

1)  submit biometric screening results and 
2) complete an online health assessment. 

Complete both steps by the program deadlines, 
and you’ll receive a cash incentive ($100 less 
applicable payroll taxes) in your last paycheck 
in April 2014.

Nearly 5,200 faculty and staff already com-
pleted step one last fall by attending on-campus 
biometric screening sessions or submitting results 
on their own. If you didn’t participate, it’s not 
too late—we’re giving you another chance. You 
can still submit your screening results to AreUFit 
by February 21, 2014 to finish step one. Please 
note: if you completed this step last fall, you do 
not need to resubmit your results.

Now it’s time to take the next step and com-
plete an online health assessment by March 7, 
2014. Visit Penn’s new wellness portal, managed 
by StayWell Health Management, at penn.stay-
well.com to take a quick, easy and confidential 

health assessment. The 10-minute questionnaire 
focuses on your overall health and health habits. It 
gives you an instant, personalized report on your 
health, insights into potential risks and ways to 
make positive changes.

Remember, you need to submit your biomet-
ric screening results by February 21, 2014 and 
complete the health assessment by March 7, 2014 
to earn your $100 award (less applicable payroll 
taxes) in your last pay in April. 

Don’t forget to explore the useful health tools 
and information available through the wellness 
portal, including tracking tools, calculators, vid-
eos and news articles. 

Rest assured that your test results, health as-
sessment and everything on the StayWell portal 
is maintained confidentially. Penn will never see 
your individual information.

Active, full- or part-time benefits-eligible 
faculty and staff can participate. For complete 
details, visit the Be in the Know webpage at www.
hr.upenn.edu/myhr/worklife/healthy/know If you 
have questions or would like more information, 
contact StayWell Health Management at 1 (855) 
428-6324. 

—Division of Human Resources

Take the Next Step to Be in the Know about Your Health 

Photo and Video Privacy Issues
The ability of millions of people to 

take photos and videos on personal mo-
bile devices and spread them globally is 
a reality today worth pondering. Consider 
this in light of famous quotes from a time 
well before this capability was in place:  

A picture paints a thousand words.
  —Frederick Barnett, 1921.

With great power comes great 
responsibility. 

—Voltaire, published 1832.  
Now that so many of us have the tech-

nological power to take and spread photos 
and videos, which can tell us quite a lot 
about the people involved, we consider 
what it means to do so responsibly. Opin-
ions differ widely —some resting on First 
Amendment rights, some on the Golden 
Rule and many in between.

At Penn, several offices have taken 
on a discrete component of this topic, 
focused on guidance to Penn’s communi-
cations professionals on privacy issues in 
taking photos and videos as part of their 
job function. The guidance describes that 
there are no “one size fits all” rules about 
using photos and videos. Indeed, this area 
is highly context sensitive, turning on 
how public or private the setting is, the 
individuals involved, how identifiable 
the individuals are and the intended use 
of the images. 

The guidance explains that there is 
greater latitude in capturing and dissemi-
nating photos and videos in public spaces, 
of public figures and for newsworthy 
purposes. It also describes that in many 
other cases, there is a need for caution 
and often special notice or permission, 
for example when capturing images of: 

• identifiable students particularly when 
the FERPA (federal student privacy) law is 
involved;

• children and other vulnerable popula-
tions;

• sensitive-topic large gatherings, such 
as events where political, identity or health 
concerns are central;

• hospitals and healthcare settings;  
• classroom environments, particularly 

when recordings will be posted publicly 
and/or

• images that will be used for commer-
cial purposes.

The guidance also covers the value of 
using a photo management system that 
documents the rights, both in terms of 
privacy permissions and copyrights, to 
use and disclose photos and videos. 

For more information or questions or 
comments about this guidance, contact 
University Communications at ucomms-
web@lists.upenn.edu or Penn’s Privacy 
Office at privacy@upenn.edu

Penn Transit Wants Feedback
Your feedback is important to Penn 

Transit Services. Visit www.upenn.edu/
survey/transit  on your mobile device or 
desktop computer so that you can take a 
brief survey from Penn Transit. Ten lucky 
survey respondents will be randomly 
selected to win a $10 Starbucks gift card.   

Should you have any questions about 
the survey, contact Kevin Thurwanger at 
kevinth@upenn.edu
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The University of Pennsylvania Police Department
Community Crime Report

About the Crime Report: Below are all Crimes Against Persons and Crimes Against Society from the cam-
pus report for January 27-February 2, 2014. Also reported were 9 Crimes Against Property (6 thefts, 2 bur-
glaries and 1 DUI). Full reports are available at: www.upenn.edu/almanac/volumes/v60/n22/creport.html Prior 
weeks’ reports are also online. —Eds. 

This summary is prepared by the Division of Public Safety and includes all criminal incidents reported 
and made known to the University Police Department between the dates of January 27-February 2, 2014. 
The University Police actively patrol from Market Street to Baltimore Avenue and from the Schuylkill River to 
43rd Street in conjunction with the Philadelphia Police. In this effort to provide you with a thorough and ac-
curate report on public safety concerns, we hope that your increased awareness will lessen the opportuni-
ty for crime. For any concerns or suggestions regarding this report, please call the Division of Public Safe-
ty at (215) 898-4482.

18th District Report

Update
February AT PENN

Below are the Crimes Against Persons from the 18th District: 8 incidents with 1 arrest (3 aggravated as-
saults, 2 robberies, 2 assaults and 1 rape) were reported between January 27-February 2, 2014 by the 18th 
District covering the Schuylkill River to 49th Street & Market Street to Woodland Avenue. 

AT PENN Deadlines 
The February AT PENN calendar is online 

at www.upenn.edu/almanac The deadline for the 
March AT PENN calendar is today, February 11.

01/27/14 2:45 AM 4300 Baltimore Ave Aggravated Assault/Arrest 
01/27/14 5:37 PM 4500 Chestnut St Rape
01/27/14 9:14 PM 4105 Pine St Assault 
01/28/14 9:03 PM 4621 Sansom St   Aggravated Assault
01/29/14 9:18 AM 200 S 40th St Robbery 
01/29/14 11:51 AM 4529 Spruce St Aggravated Assault
01/29/14 2:19 PM 4700 Locust St Assault 
01/29/14 8:01 PM 1 S Farragut/Ludlow St Robbery

01/29/14 9:17 AM 200 S 40th St Male robbed bank/Arrest

TALKS
13  Sounds of Silence: Intelligence and Digital Lis-
tening in the Information Age; Michael Wertheimer, 
NSA Director of Research; 5:30 p.m.; rm. 110,  An-
nenberg School (International Relations Program, 
Year of Sound, Christopher Browne Center). 
 PennDesign Lecture; Rina Cutler, Transporta-
tion and Utilities, City of Philadelphia; Megan 
Ryerson, city and regional planning and electrical 
and systems engineering; 6 p.m.; rm. B3, Mey-
erson Hall (PennDesign). 
14  Growth & Citizenship in Indian Cities; Patrick 
Heller, Brown University; noon; ste. 560, 3600 
Market St. (Center for Advanced Study of India). 
15 The Discovery of Pharaoh Senebkay: Shed-
ding Light on a Lost Egyptian Kingdom; Josef 
Wegner, Penn Museum; 2 p.m.; Penn Museum; 
$5, free/members (Penn Museum).

Homeownership Services Events 
Penn Homeownership Services (PHOS) is fea-

turing two educational workshops during February.  
Tuesday, February 18: Home Buying 101, a de-

tailed review of purchasing a home within or outside 
the PHOS boundary area, along with information 
about the important roles realtors, mortgage and title 
companies play in the process. A representative from 
Gateway Funding will field financing questions.

Thursday, February 20: Home Buying through 
PHOS, a step-by-step view of applying for the PHOS 
program, its benefits as well as its partnering programs. 
Trident Mortgage Company staff will answer questions.

Workshops will be in room 209 Steinberg Hall-
Dietrich Hall, noon–1 p.m. Light refreshments. 
Please register by visiting www.upenn.edu/home-
ownership or calling (215) 898-7422.

With Monuments Men, the major motion 
picture directed by and starring George Clooney 
just released in theaters, the Penn Museum is 
hosting a free evening program, The Monuments 
Men: Lessons for the 21st Century, Wednesday, 
February 12 at 6 p.m. The program features Dr. 
Laurie W. Rush, cultural resources manager at 
Fort Drum, New York, and a long- time advocate 
for cultural property protection during military 
operations and wartimes.

The saving of priceless European treasures 
by military men and women during World War 
II is much more than a footnote in history. Dis-
cover how:

• The Monuments Men are a model for teach-
ing current members of the US military how 

to work with host nations to save works of art, 
historic structures, sacred places and heritage.

• The ability to recognize, respect and protect 
cultural property in the global context is critical 
for rebuilding communities in the worst crisis 
areas in the world.

• The principles and methods used by the 
Monuments Men have immediate applications for 
the complex international conflicts we face today.

The free program is presented in the Penn 
Museum’s Rainey Auditorium (enter by the Kress 
East side of the building) and sponsored by the 
Center for Ancient Studies, the Department of 
the History of Art and the Graduate Group in 
the Art and Archaeology of the Ancient World, 
University of Pennsylvania. 

The Monuments Men: Lessons for the 21st Century—February 12

Delicate Illusion: Summertime Coming to the Burrison Gallery Next Saturday
Delicate Illusion: Summertime, paintings by Lauren Henderson, will be on display at the Burrison 

Gallery at the Inn at Penn, from February 22 to 
April 4, 2014. Her focus is on abstraction. She 
believes that painting is not about arranging an 
array of colors on canvas, but envisioning an 
idea and bringing it to life. The results are 
deconstructed to the extent that meaning is 
shifted and possible interpretation becomes 
multifaceted. This show represents a play-
ful collection of blue, green and pink hues 
to demonstrate her fondness of summer and 
bold use of color. It is beauty for the sake of 
beauty and dreamlike in its ability to change 
our state of mind.

Ms. Henderson was born and raised in San 
Antonio, Texas and has lived in New York City 
since 2010. She works for Penn’s New York 
Regional Development Office as an assistant On Guard, 16 x 20 acrylic by Lauren Henderson.
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RESEARCH ROUNDUP
Hot Flashes Can Continue Ten Years after Menopause

A team of researchers from the Perelman School of Medicine at the 
University of Pennsylvania has found that moderate to severe hot flashes 
continue, on average, for nearly five years after menopause, and more than a 
third of women experience moderate/severe hot flashes for ten years or more 
after menopause. Current guidelines recommend that hormone therapy, the 
primary medical treatment for hot flashes, not continue for more than five 
years. However, in the study published online in the journal Menopause, the 
authors write that “empirical evidence supporting the recommended three- to 
five-year hormone therapy for management of hot flashes is lacking.”

Hot flashes are episodes of intense radiating heat experienced by many 
women around the time of menopause. They can result in discomfort, em-
barrassment and disruption of sleep. Changing hormone levels are believed 
to cause hot flashes and other menopausal symptoms such as insomnia, fa-
tigue, memory and concentration problems, anxiety, irritability and joint and 
muscle pain. In hormone therapy, medications containing female hormones 
replace the ones the body stops making during menopause. While hormone 
replacement therapy (HRT) is considered the most effective treatment for hot 
flashes, it is not appropriate for all women. In addition, concerns about health 
hazards linked to HRT have made some doctors less likely to prescribe it or 
to adhere strictly to recommended duration guidelines.

“Our findings point to the importance of individualized treatments that 
take into account each woman’s risks and benefits when selecting hormone 
or non-hormone therapy for menopausal symptoms,” said the study’s lead 
author, Ellen W. Freeman, research professor in the department of obstetrics 
and gynecology at Penn Medicine. “While leading non-hormone therapies 
such as Paxil or Escitalopram may provide some relief of menopausal 
symptoms for some women, for others, they may not be as effective as 
hormone-based therapy.”

The study evaluated 255 women in the Penn Ovarian Aging Study who 
reached natural menopause over a 16-year period (1996-2012). The results 
indicate that 80 percent (203) reported moderate/severe hot flashes, 17 percent 
(44) had only mild hot flashes and three percent (8) reported no hot flashes.

In addition, obese white women and African-American women (both 
obese and non-obese) had the greatest risk of moderate/severe hot flashes 
during the period studied, whereas non-obese white women had the lowest 
risk. The increased risk of hot flashes in obese women has previously been 
associated with lower levels of estradiol (the most potent estrogen produced 
by women’s bodies) before menopause, but the new finding that non-obese 
African-American women also have a greater risk of hot flashes remains 
unexplained. An earlier report from the Study of Women’s Health Across the 
Nation indicated that African-American women may be more likely to report 
hot flashes and also have greater symptom sensitivity, suggesting that cultural 
differences may affect hot flash reporting, but further evidence is needed.

The Penn study also found a 34 percent lower risk of hot flashes among 
women with education beyond high school, a finding that researchers say 
also calls for additional study.

In addition to Dr. Freeman, other Penn co-authors are Mary D. Sammel, 
from the Center for Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics and Richard J. 
Sanders from the Center for Research on Reproduction and Women’s Health.
Bed Bug Hotspots in Philadelphia and Seasonal Trends

A study from Penn Medicine epidemiologists that looked at four years 
of bed bug reports of the city of Philadelphia found that infestations have 
been increasing and were at their highest in August and lowest in February.  
The findings, published in the Journal of Medical Entomology, point to two 
possible peak times to strike and eliminate the bugs.

“There is surprisingly very little known about seasonal trends among bed 
bug populations,” said Michael Z. Levy, assistant professor in the Center for 
Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics (CCEB), who mapped the bed bug 
hotspots in Philadelphia in an effort to find more effective ways to control 
them. “We found a steep and significant seasonal cycle in bed bug reporting 
and suspect that bed bugs have different levels of mobility depending on 
the season and that their population size may fluctuate throughout the year.”

Warm weather could be a driver for migration to other homes and breeding, 
he said. “We may be able to exploit this cycle: These seasonal trends could guide 
control programs to help reduce a city’s growing bug population,” he added.

To track the spatial and temporal patterns of the bugs, Dr. Levy and 
colleagues, including first author and research assistant Tarub S. Mabud, 
analyzed calls to the Philadelphia Department of Public Health’s Vector 
Control Services between 2008 and 2012. They then mapped the phone calls 
to get a clearer picture of the problem—when and where it was happening. 

Reports came from all across the city, though south Philadelphia was the 
most affected by the bugs.

Overall, bed bug reports in the city steadily increased by 4.5 percent per 
month from 2008 to 2011, an almost 70 percent increase year to year. Nearly 
half of all pest infestations reported to the city over that time period were for 

bed bugs, a total of 382. From September 2011 to June 2012, Philadelphia 
residents made 236 reports of bed bug infestations, according to the study.

“We know the bug reports fluctuate over the year—what we need to fig-
ure out now is whether to treat when they are at their worst, in the summer 
months, or whether to wait until their numbers are down in the winter.” Dr. 
Levy said. “Seasonality, we noticed, is just one attribute that can eventually 
aid control measures, but it is one of many attributes we hope to uncover.”

While bed bugs likely migrate actively (i.e. crawl) over short distances, 
perhaps between adjacent rooms or houses, it’s likely they are starting new 
infestation hotspots throughout the city by riding on people or personal effects 
over longer distances, said Mr. Mabud.

The study is part of a larger, ongoing pilot study in Philadelphia aiming 
to come up with safer, cheaper and more effective ways to control bed bugs 
in an urban setting. These findings have led Dr. Levy and his team to south 
Philadelphia, where surveillance, tracking and treatment methods have begun.

Dr. Levy is also looking to his ongoing work in Peru, where the triatomine 
bug, a giant, often deadly insect has pervaded major cities. The bug carries 
the parasite Trypanosoma cruzi that causes Chagas disease, which can lead to 
fatal heart failure.  Penn, along with its partner institution in Peru, Universidad 
Peruana Cayetano Heredia, was recently awarded $3 million by the National 
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Disease to conduct a five-year study to 
improve the control of Chagas disease in the city of Arequipa.

“In Peru, the Ministry of Health has been able to eliminate the insects 
from tens of thousands of people’s homes,” Dr. Levy said. “Bed bugs are 
different, and in many ways, more difficult to control. Still, my team is hoping 
to translate what works there for Philadelphia.”

Other co-authors from the CCEB include Alexis M. Barbarin, Corentin M. 
Barbu and Katelyn H. Levy, and Jason Edinger from Vector Control Services. 

Liquid Crystal ‘Flowers’ That Can Be Used as Lenses
Researches from SEAS and SAS have made another advance in their effort 

to use liquid crystals as a medium for assembling structures.
In their earlier studies, the team produced patterns of “defects,” useful 

disruptions in the repeating patterns found in liquid crystals, in nanoscale 
grids and rings. The study, published in Physical Review X,  adds a more 
complex pattern out of an even simpler template: a three-dimensional array 
in the shape of a flower. 

And because the petals of this “flower” are made of transparent liquid 
crystal and radiate out in a circle from a central point, the ensemble resembles 
a compound eye and can thus be used as a lens. 

The team consists of Randall Kamien, professor in the department of 
physics and astronomy in SAS; Kathleen Stebe, deputy dean for research 
and professor in chemical and biomolecular engineering in SEAS and Shu 
Yang, professor in departments of materials science and engineering and 
chemical and biomolecular engineering in SEAS. Members of their labs 
also contributed to the study, including lead author Daniel Beller, Mohamed 
Gharbi and Apiradee Honglawan.

The researchers’ ongoing work with liquid crystals is an example of a 
growing field of nanotechnology known as “directed assembly,” in which 
scientists and engineers aim to manufacture structures on the smallest scales 
without having to individually manipulate each component. Rather, they set 
out precisely defined starting conditions and let the physics and chemistry 
that govern those components do the rest. 

“Before we were growing these liquid crystals on something like a trellis, 
a template with precisely ordered features,” Dr. Kamien said. “Here, we’re 
just planting a seed.” The seed, in this case, was silica beads—essentially, 
polished grains of sand. Planted at the top of a pool of liquid crystal, flower-
like patterns of defects grow around each bead.

The key difference between the template in this experiment and ones in 
the research team’s earlier work was the shape of the interface between the 
template and the liquid crystal.

In their experiment that generated grid patterns of defects, those patterns 
stemmed from cues generated by the templates’ microposts. Domains of 
elastic energy originated on the flat tops and edges of these posts and travelled 
up the liquid crystal’s layers, culminating in defects. Using a bead instead of 
a post, as the researchers did in their latest experiment, makes it so that the 
interface is no longer flat.

Surface tension on the bead also makes it so these petals are arranged 
in a tiered, convex fashion. And because the liquid crystal can interact with 
light, the entire assembly can function as a lens, focusing light to a point 
underneath the bead.

“It’s like an insect’s compound eye, or the mirrors on the biggest tele-
scopes,” said Dr. Kamien. “As we learn more about these systems, we’re going 
to be able to make these kinds of lenses to order and use them to direct light.”

This type of directed assembly could be useful in making optical switches 
and in other applications.




